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HELLO!



Intro and Overview

»5G national roll-out is driving so much growth with new site 
leases.

»America's wireless companies are investing an estimated $275 
billion into building 5G networks.

»An essential component is the continued build of the network 
infrastructure to power these 5G networks.

Source: ctia.org/the-wireless-industry/the-5g-economy#section-7
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Overview (continued)

»Wireless carriers’ form agreements are incredibly 
once-sided in their favor.

»You will have to carefully review and negotiate the 
terms on your client’s behalf to avoid them entering a 
bad agreement. 
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»Example rooftop antenna 
»with mounts.
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Is a telecom lease the best use for my client’s roof? 

»An important business decision for the owner (or its property manager).

»Other options to consider or reserve such as: rooftop bars and event 
spaces and energy related uses, such as solar or wind.

»Weigh the additional income versus the rooftop, any interior building 
space or ground space that will be given up to the carrier.

»All financial terms, including rent, discussed in the next component of 
the CLE.
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»$$$$$$$$$$$$
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Benefits and detriments - overview

»Income! In the form of a base rent and, depending on terms of the agreement, 
additional payments in the future if additional carriers added to the space.

»Giving up space on the roof and likely within interior of building and/or on 
ground.

»Aesthetics of the building (curb appeal) – see example on following slide.

»Future maintenance (e.g. roof repairs).

»More discussion later.
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Aesthetics of rooftop antenna

»Example of changes to rooftop aesthetics (where steps taken without owner consent):

Before: After non-approved modifications:
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Lease, License or Easement

»Recent experience has all been rooftop leases.

»Licenses are typically personal, less transferable by licensee and 
shorter duration.

»Easement – recommend avoiding these; do not create any type 
of permanent rights in your client’s property. Could grant other 
parties rights to your property.
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Financing considerations

»Is your client’s property encumbered with a security deed/mortgage? Review 
loan agreements as lender consent may be required before the lease is made.

»If there is a loan, the tenant will likely require the owner to obtain an SNDA; 
owner should commit to using commercially reasonable efforts to obtain.

»The tenant will likely require ability to encumber their own equipment as part of 
broader loan security/agreements to their company.  Ensure this is personal 
property owner and does not create any type of lien on the underlying real 
property.
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»HOW WILL THE ROOFTOP LEASED PREMISES BE 
DESCRIBED?
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Lease Provisions: location and description of equipment

»It is essential that the lease include an exhibits with legal descriptions, drawings 
and/or photos (avoid ‘site sketches’ and unilateral right for tenant to later amend 
the site description).

»Preference is to include types of antenna and equipment to be placed in the 
specific locations on the roof.

»Likely will include some interior cabinet space and/or exterior ground space. 

»Review use of any common areas and/or access points/interior risers
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Lease Provisions: installation and removal

»Detailed plans with prior approval  Do not agree to “approval not be 
unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned.”
»
»Control appearance of improvements (consider screens and other architectural 
means to conceal antenna and equipment).
»
»All work by tenant and its subs must be performed in compliance with applicable 
laws and ordinances.
»
»Require all improvements/upgrades to be maintained in applicable law.
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Lease Provisions: installation and removal (continued)

»Recommend having all roof plans reviewed with owner’s architect/structural engineer.

»Future approved upgrades must not be heavier than existing equipment.

»Tenant should not be authorized to make any type of agreement on behalf of the owner. 

»All improvements must be maintained and upgraded to comply with laws; importantly, any 
approved new installations should not be heavier or take up more space than the initial grant.  

»Require removal of all footings, foundations and equipment within specific number of days 
post termination/expiration.
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Rooftop antenna in Manhattan with cable conduits and roof mounts 20



Lease Provisions: host property maintenance and related matters

»Reserving property owner’s ability to timely maintain, repair 
and replace its roof is essential.

»This should include ability to require the carrier (at its 
cost/expense) to temporarily relocate its antenna and equipment 
during any such repairs or replacement.

»Consider having carrier contribute to building maintenance 
fund.
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Lease Provisions: subleasing, assignment rights and ROFR

Property owner should consent to all proposed 
subleases/assignment.

Subleasing should only be permitted with the payment of 
additional consideration to property owner.

What is a right of first refusal in the context of a cellular lease?
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Lease Provisions: utility easements, staging areas and parking

How will the tenant power its equipment? Are new utility 
easements on the owner’s property required? Owner must 
approve.

How much space is needed during initial construction (e.g., crane 
parking on site to raise equipment)? How will this impact owner’s 
existing tenants and their business operations?
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HOW LONG ARE THESE LEASES?
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Lease Provisions: term and renewals

»Terms typically run in 5 year increments; with a common range of 25-35 years (if 
all renewals exercised).

»Commencement of lease term should be carefully analyzed: avoid giving tenant 
open-ended option; recommend requiring commencement no more than 24 
months from lease execution (with payment of option consideration)

»Commonly set up to auto-renew in tenant’s favor with limited rights for property 
owner to mutually terminate.
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Lease Provisions: bonds and other security

Consider requiring the tenant to obtain payment 
and performance bond during their initial 
construction (for any improvements).

Consider whether requiring a security deposit is 
necessary for any risks posed by tenant’s 
proposed use.
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Lease Provisions: casualty and condemnation, insurance

Understand whether tenant has mutual rights to terminate upon 
casualty/condemnation (seek to limit).  

Carefully review provisions with owner’s insurance broker – are the coverage 
amounts, including periodic increases, sufficient to over the owner’s risk?

Common forms of insurance are general liability, auto, employer’s liability, 
workers-comp and all-risk.

Ensure property owner is named as an additional insured and policies contain 
waiver of subrogation in favor of owner’s insurance.
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WHAT ABOUT THE OWNER’S ROOF SURFACE? 
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Lease Provisions: roof maintenance

»Owner should retain absolute right to maintain, repair and replace its roof. 

»Owner should pre-approve any punctures of roof membrane prior to any tenant 
work (recommend reviewing in light of any roof-warranties).

»Tenant should be required, upon reasonable notice, to relocate its equipment at 
its sole cost/expense in connection with any roof maintenance/repairs or 
replacement.

»Consider requiring tenant to make some contribution to roof maintenance fund.
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Lease Provisions: termination and post-term obligations

»Landlord should have ability to terminate for usual items (i.e., non-payment, late 
payments, violation of terms of lease, bankruptcy, etc.).

»Tenant will seek broad right to effectively terminate the lease for convenience (e.g., 
change in law, technology, economic conditions, etc.); strongly recommend limiting 
this type of termination right.

»Consider requiring significant advance notice (e.g. 12-24 months) before tenant can 
elect to terminate lease.

»Tenant should be required to remove all improvements and make repairs to owner’s 
satisfaction within a defined period of time after expiration.
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Lease Provisions: access

»Recommend requiring 24 hour notice (even for routine visits by tenant or its 
subs).

»If possible, have tenant and its subs escorted at all times while on the property.

»Access should only be limited to the specific areas of the roof and building where 
equipment located.

»Consider emergency situations where tenant can have more immediate access.
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Lease Provisions: interference

»The tenant’s proposed use should not cause 
any issues to the owner’s existing tenants.

»The tenant should be responsible – at its sole 
cost and expense – for curing any interference 
issues in a timely manner (typically, 48-72 hours).
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Lease Provisions: hazardous materials

»Carefully review proposed equipment and any 
back up generator use or battery use – does any 
such planned use present an issue with existing 
loan covenants?

»Tenant should fully indemnify owner for any 
issues relating to hazardous materials.
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Lease Provisions: miscellaneous deal points

»Limitation of owner’s liability should be included.

»Seek to avoid mutual indemnity (ideally, indemnities only 
running from tenant in favor of owner).

»Provide for attorneys’ fees to be paid to prevailing party.

»All notices should include a copy of notice being delivered to 
owner’s legal counsel.
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Negotiating and Drafting Rooftop Telecom Leases: Equipment Concerns, 
Operating Licenses and Termination Provions

»What can we clarify for you?
»Any further questions from the audience?
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Any questions? Let’s talk!

You can reach me at:
» rob@intownlegal.com
» 404.457.2076
» Intownlegal.com
» linkedin.com/in/rhtiii
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Rooftop 
Agreements-

How Important 
Are They To 

Wireless 
Carr iers?
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Increased Dependency on Wireless 
Services=

Capacity Issues For Wireless Carriers
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Rooftop Lease 
Purpose-

To build out wireless 
network infrastructure 

in urban locations
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Telecom companies are focused
on both securing 

existing rooftop leased sites and 
developing new sites.
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What impact does 5G have on the new 
and existing rooftop agreements?
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How does a property 
owner optimize their 

rooftop agreement 
with a telecom 

company?
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A rooftop antenna agreement is not a 
“Real Estate” transaction…
it is a “Telecom” transaction.
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The Value of a 
rooftop lease 

should be tied into 
the Utility

garnered from the 
space being used 

and not the 
amount of space 

itself.
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There is no such 
thing as “Market 

Rent”.

Every cell site has 
a different value.
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Overall Lease Structure is the key to 
maximizing the value of any 

agreement…
it is a Marathon, NOT a sprint.
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Protect your property by understanding 
why certain provisions are in any agreement 

and how they are being used by telecom 
tenants.
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Rooftop Lease vs. Rooftop License-
What real choice do you have?

What does it really matter?
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Permitted Use-
The “Gateway” to 

maximizing the value 
of any agreement and 
minimizing the impact 

to your property.
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Relocation Rights-
Make sure a 

landlord’s use of the 
property does not 

become 
Subordinate to a 

telecom tenant’s use 
of the property.
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 Compliance 
Issues-
Who is 

responsible?
How does one 

monitor this 
ongoing obligation?
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Building Access-
The most problematic 
day-to-day issue for 
building owners and 

even more today 
important due to 

COVID-19
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Insurance-
A telecom rooftop 

lease is a long-term 
agreement…DO NOT 

have a Stagnant
insurance section.
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Indemnification-
How a standard indemnification provision 
can open you up to un-capsulated liability. 
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Assignment/Subleasing-
Control the use of your building and 
value being derived from such use.

.
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Lease Buyout 
Offers- More 

common; more 
undervalued; more 
misunderstood; and 

more detrimental 
for property owners.
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Conclusion-
Telecom Rooftop 

Agreements 
can be a 

“win-win” transaction.
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CONTACT DETAILS:
Vertical Consultants, LLC
6261 Wild Heron Way
Suite 100
College Grove, TN 37046

Phone: (877) 456-7552
E-mail: hugh@vertical-consultants.com 
Website: www.vertical-consultants.com
http://facebook.com/verticalconsultants
Twitter: @VertConsultants Hugh Odom

President and 
Founder
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